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New Progress In Science Of Sciences New 
Science Of Sciences To Create Truth Philosophy 

& Criticize Dialectics 
 

Shoucai-Pan 
 

Abstract: On the basis of unified normatively defined languages again, the science of sciences in the 21st century has build a grand unified philosophy 
for the human (the theoretical framework). Science of sciences further research shows that the dialectics is only effective for those things, which is 
visible with the people naked eye, but for the things that are not visible with the people naked eye, i.e. the inner essential law of the nature - science and 
the truth are completely ineffective. Therefore dialectics is neither science nor the truth, more not widespread rule of the universe. On the contrary, 
dialectics is the method of sophistry and its key harm is just the negative of eternal absolute science and the truth by using the nature surface 
phenomenon of the visible things, belong to the pseudoscience theory of anti-science with the truth. So it is necessary to be thoroughly criticized. 
 
Index Terms: Eternal absolute the truth; Truth philosophy; Dialectics Criticism; Philosophy prejudice; Philosophy fallacy; Politics to obey science; 
Freedom kingdom; Inevitable kingdom 

———————————————————— 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
DUE to the research to be not reach the designated position 
and biased, the science of sciences in the 20th century not 
only has serious obstructed and is still obstructing the 
scientific progress but also has serious obstructed and is still 
obstructing the philosophy progress of human. The research of 
the science of sciences in the 21st century shows that. Now, 
the time of reforming science and philosophy is coming, on the 
basis of reforming the science of sciences, this paper has 
created the human grand unified philosophy - the "truth 
philosophy", at the same time critiques and has overthrew the 
dialectics - the high-level approach of philosophy sophistry. 
 

2 HISTORY OF THE SCIENCE OF SCIENCES 
 

2.1 THE HISTORY 
In the early 20th century, academia of the western of the earth 
had carried out a great discussion- "what is science?" - about 
science of sciences. The conception of the science of sciences 
was put forward by polish sociologists Florian Witold Znaniecki 
in 1925. Polish scholars S. Ossur Minkowski couples in 1935, 
published thesis "science of sciences". By J.D.Bernal (UK) 
launched his heavy paper the "social function of science" in 
1939, and so powerful finished the big discussion of the 
science of sciences. Therefore J.D.Bernal won the laurel of 
global science authority. But it also is J.D.Bernal who later in 
his book "SCIENCE IN HISTORY" (1954) [1] clearly 
concluded: science is not that a single one which may be fixed 
by using definition once and for all. This suggests that 
J.D.Bernal couldn't define science. Science of sciences in the 
21st century, i.e. new science of sciences, abbr： NSS (the 
following is the same), however, further studies shown that 
： for any real sciences, in its content there invariably are four 
kinds of common basic characteristics "clear concept, 
accurate definition, reasonable logic and strict rules". The four 
basic characteristics, by NSS is defined as: the "four cardinal 
principles of science".  
 
 
 
 
 
 

This decisioned that, any academic  papers, must at the same 
time with the four basic characteristics: "clear concept", 
"accurate definition", "reasonable logic" and "strict rules", so 
can be called scientific. Otherwise, all are pseudoscience. So, 
the "four basic characteristics" as a "science four cardinal 
principles" just is the inspection standards of a difference 
between "science" and "pseudoscience". As a result of "the 
four cardinal principles", NSS possessed the inspection 
function - theory inspects science and truth. Because research 
shows that just like science, the truth must also possess "four 
basic characteristics" at the same time, otherwise, is not the 
truth, the following will specific attest. Then further 
conclusions, the four cardinal principles of the science, it is the 
criterion for testing truth and the only criterion - useless 
through practice inspection link prior testing truth - useless to 
surface testing in advance the corruption corrupt official. Then, 
according to the four cardinal principles of science can also 
clear reasoning: 
 
First of all, can't define is equal to don't understand! 
Second, without definition you have no right to speak, so for 
your choice can only is to learn. It is woefully, that is because 
of studies of the science of sciences in the 20th century is very 
bad, so far, almost all, have accustomed to, without definition 
disorderly speak. As a result, human beings all are in an 
ocean of disaster and anguish, mutual repression, mutual 
fraud.  
 
Painful sea is endless, turned head come is the shore! 
By contrast, practice can not to test truth. The following 
specific discussion. 
 

2.2 ERROR CORRECTION 
According to the four cardinal principles and its corollary, 
conclusion is that, because can not define science, so 
J.D.Bernal (English) don't know how to science. So not only, 
J.D.Bernal’s the authority title of science of sciences in the 
20th century is invalid, and, the big discussion of science of 
sciences in the 20th century also is invalid. The Science of 
sciences needs to be anew formed - this is in the 21st century  
a new science of sciences, i.e. NSS. 
 

———————————————— 
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3 THE CONTENT AND CURRENT SITUATION OF NSS 
In the 21st century, NSS research shows that, the basic 
content of NSS mainly include: 
 

3.1 NSS SHOULD HAVE A CLEAR ANSWER FOR PEOPLE: 
First, what is the science ? (need to have a clear definition) 
Second, what science should have some characteristic, 
content, method, mission, social functions and rules? And so 
on. 
 

3.2 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NSS AND ALL OTHER 

SCIENCES: 
1. NSS is human's the highest and biggest science. 

 
2. NSS included all human sciences: language philology, 

mathematics, philosophy, sociology, political 
economics, natural sciences and about the human 
itself science, and so on without exception. 
 

3. NSS is like a father, the rest are all children, 
philosophy is just one of them. 
 

4. Among them, the language philology had occupied a 
natural best position, ranked first. The reason is very 
simple, in the world there is no science do not use 
language to describe. So of course, language 
philology is big brother. 
 

5. The fifth, among them, the mathematics position also 
is superior, ranked second. The reason is also simple, 
without mathematics your philosophy, take what to 
describe the world? ! 
 

6. your philosophy, at best ranked third, small three! 
 
So, from now on, your philosophy don't pretend, pretend the 
boss. Because of the drawback of the science of sciences in 
the 20th century, many don't understand science to think that 
philosophy is the boss, and above the science. All just talk 
nonsense! This is the present status of the human philosophy. 
 

3.3 THE SOCIAL FUNCTION OF NSS 
The four cardinal principles of NSS "clear concepts accurately 
define reasonable logic strict rules" possess inspection 
function - theory inspect truth. Not only can test anyone's any 
theory beforehand, and can check anyone every day words 
and deeds manners. Thus NSS possessed sacred and 
authoritative ten social function, as follows: 
 
The function I: science to manage politics 
 
The function II: science can shut down all the rulers in iron 
cage 
 
The function III: science unified standard manages language 
philology 
 
The function IV: science can create the spacetime concept of 
the universe 
 
The function V: science with theory to inspect truth 
 
The function VI: Science can standardized manage 

philosophy 
 
The function VII: Science can standardized manage all the 
natural sciences 
 
The function VIII: Science will structure the grand view 
garden of the ideology of all human beings, including "ideas" 
"doctrine" and "socialism", etc  
 
The function IX: Science will structure highest productivity of 
human society 
 
The function X: Science will construct happy utopia - the 
Scientific Utopia - the Science Great Unity - only home of 
human society 
 
The attachment： Science Happy Utopia, as below: 
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_624e65b40101ag5r.html 

 

4 THE NEW PROGRESS OF SCIENCE IN THE 21ST 

CENTURY 
 

4.1 SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS OF SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF  
       SCIENTIFIC 
Visible above, for social functions of the science, NSS in the 
21st century than in the 20th century has a substantial 
breakthrough progress. Also obviously, theory of science of 
sciences in the 20th century and its social function are all 
specious, barely manifest and self-deceiving. Do not need to 
have a look at. 
 

4.2 NSS IN THE 21ST CENTURY OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS 
In the world first summarized and established the science's the 
"four cardinal tenets": clear concept, accurate definition, 
reasonable logic and strict rules". If the four cardinal tenets as 
the basic principle, then the science possessed sacred and 
inviolable natural attribute. So, the logic is naturally 
established which is politics to obey science in the human 
society, the logic-science to obey politics is no longer valid. 
From now on science is no longer a tool which serves for the 
politics, also is no longer social prostitute by with any ruler. So, 
science and the four cardinal principles is like four pillars of 
iron, can put the ruler of all closed in iron cage. So NSS in the 
21st century, has opened up a new field which will lead the 
human society to the free kingdom. 
 

4.3 THE IMPORTANT SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FOUR CARDINAL 

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE 
1. Important is that first by using the ''Grand Science 

Dictionary'' can unify and standardize human 
language. thereby can unify and standardize all 
science in the universe. 
 

2. The second is that, according to the four cardinal 
principles can create "truth philosophy", as shown in 
the following. This is before the human cannot 
accomplish significant academic projects. 
 

3. The third significance lies in, NSS and its four cardinal 
principles possess inspection function - theory 
inspects truth. This is the sole criterion for testing truth 
- useless through practice inspection link prior testing 
truth - useless to surface testing in advance the 

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_624e65b40101ag5r.html
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corruption corrupt official. 
 

4. Fourth important also is that, in addition can test any 
theory, can also test anyone's words and deeds 
manner. That is to say, from now on, anyone's words 
and deeds, without exception, have to accept the 
inspection from NSS and the four cardinal principles. 
 

5. So NSS is to test you (anyone) by: the brick for 
knocking at the door of true or false public servants, 
thud thud; The touchstone for public or private; The 
natural watershed of revolution and counter-
revolutionary. Also is the never fade monster-
revealing mirror - all sorts of bad characters shown 
prototype immediately! 

 

5 NSS TO CREATE THE "TRUTH PHILOSOPHY" 
By Using the four cardinal principles, thus NSS can create 
human grand unified philosophy - the "truth philosophy". deep-
going research of NSS shown that the basic cause of 
disagreement of human existing philosophy there are three: 
 

5.1 HUMAN IDEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES 
Philosophies of human existing are many and varied, all kinds of 
power as pelter, all said oneself grasped the truth, but all can 
not persuade each other, unable to decide which is right. In fact, 
this is because people's beliefs to be different or people’s 
different ideology. It is the first reason of philosophical 
differences because of the difference of ideology. Further study 
showed that regardless of your ideology and faith how devout, 
also no matter what you claimed how "objective" and 
"materialism", are all the stuff of subjective idealism! All are 
neither science nor philosophy, more not the truth, the following 
specific argument. 
 

5.2 DEVIATION OF METHODOLOGY 
At present, in the western mainstream academic circles as 
popular "analytic philosophy" or "philosophy of language", there 
are three aspects of academic deviation: 
 
First, there is no accurate definition of the truth. 
 
Second, tend to think that the real objective existence is the 
truth. But scientific studies have shown that, no matter how true 
reliable the objective existence, because there is no 
"reasonable logic", so the "existence" not the truth. 
 
Third, the analytic philosophy try in the language sentence 
structure to parse the truth. This is the direction wrong. These 
obvious deviation of the philosophy research direction, all are 
deviations from philosophical methodology. 
 

5.3 TECHNICAL REASONS OF PHILOSOPHICAL DIFFERENCES 
NSS research shows that, one important technical reasons of 
philosophical differences is: human existing language, because 
of historical reasons, no scientifically standardized definition, 
itself logic vicious cycle: "black is white","good is bad", 
"revolution is counter-revolutionary", "corruption is with clean 
hands", "science is also pseudoscience", "relative is absolute", 
"truth is fallacy" and so on, such logic is generally set up. 
Therefore, in the world there is no objective truth. The 
reasonable all are, each mouth is two layers of skin - how to say 
how all are right, power is the commander in chief, fist lie is the 

truth. This fact heartless shows that, it is the existing language 
of human, which must to renewedly be defined unitive 
normatively by using the "Grand Science Dictionary", just right. 
As a result, it is necessary that is the language revolution, is the 
literary revolution, also is the cultural revolution. The reason is 
very simple, NSS research has shown that, literature should be 
scientific, but because of love child, have mum, no teacher, has 
fallen into a novel - pseudoscience. This no doubt shown that, 
human language philology, literature, culture, all need to be 
revolutionary. 
 

5.4 LANGUAGE REVOLUTION  
The center content of language revolution is that, to use the 
"Grand Science Dictionary", normatively defines again human 
existing language, first of all to normatively define Chinese 
language and characters. The reason is very simple, it is 
Chinese language and writing which first to reach the level of 
NSS. And then, again based on the specifications in Chinese 
language and characters, to standardize language of all 
nationalities in the rest of the world. Finally, you can generate 
global universal Interlingua. Human existing Esperanto, for not 
able to solve the problem of vicious cycle logic of language 
itself, belongs to the subjective fancy, no vitality. However, to 
anew unitive normatively define language, talk how easy? All 
kinds of political obstacles, needless to say, the unitive 
specification technology itself, just is a huge system 
engineering. But NSS research has shown that, as long as you 
seize the language "outline"-"five big king kong", to normatively 
define language again, will be in an orderly way. It is going 
smoothly to generate the "Grand Science Dictionary". Below 
specification to define "five big king kong": 

 
5.5 TO NORMATIVELY DEFINE THE "FIVE BIG KING KONG"  
1.  Definition of "science" 

The so-called science, it is that language and words, which after 
unified normative definition, objectively reveal the inner intrinsic 
rule of nature including human beings itself and society. 
Annotation: this definition highlights that the science was 
originally language and words, no language and words no 
science. So the science is appeared after the human language 
and words. Before humans language and words, there can be 
technology, for example, monkeys possess climbing trees 
technology, cats possess catching mice technology and so on. 
Some people objectionably to say that, before the human 
beings language, the earth was rotating ! Sir, you are very 
forgetful! don't know, "the earth in rotating", when it comes out 
from your mouth is already the language. So any science, must 
use accurate language and words to describe. Then, NSS 
conclusion: any science, first of all must be that language and 
words, which been unified normative definition by the "Grand 
Scientific Dictionary". Otherwise, your the hazy subjective 
intention is not science. 
 
2.  The truth definition 
There are two definition of the truth: The first definition: science 
is the truth. The second definition: eternal absolute established 
effective logic (philosophy) proposition is the truth. Annotation: 
the expression of two kinds of the truth definition is different, but 
the substance is identical, proof is given below. 
 
3. The basic natural attribute of science and the truth 
Science and the truth all possess four basic nature attributes:  
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The first attribute: immutability - all science and the truth is 
eternal, in the past, now and the future were established, and 
science and the truth all are eternal constant, once found.  
 
Inference I : Every thing of development and change, chopping 
and changing thing, both neither is science nor the truth.  
 
The second attribute: absoluteness - all science and the truth 
must be eternal absolutely established, do not change with the 
time, place, standpoint, angle and view. 
 
Inference II : anything was not eternal absolutely set up, as well 
as any theory of relativity, both neither is science nor the truth. 
 
Editor's note：  very clearly, Einstein's theory of relativity and 

philosophy relativity are neither scientific nor the truth, all are 
typical pseudosciences. Criticism of Einstein's relativity is by 
other papers, here will focus to criticize philosophy theory of 
relativity, as belows. 
 
The third attribute: objectivity - all science and the truth are 
objective, do not include and exclude anyone's subjective will. 
 
Inference III: anyone's subjective will, no matter how glorious 
thoughts, how brilliant doctrine, how devout faith and thinking 
consciousness how deep and euphemistic, all are neither 
science nor the truth more not philosophy. Only after the 
definition, science and philosophy is people trusted the truth, 
and truly selfless in order to the public, and therefore is sacred 

and inviolable, in addition to this, even in the heaven and 
people's world there are  no the truth again, also there will be no 
sacred and inviolable things. So friends, please believe, rely on, 
learning, propagandize, research NSS! It not only lead you to 
the truth but also invincibly take you success. No, take you 
divine!  
 
The fourth attribute: supra-class - all science and the truth are 
transcending classes, no class nature. Science and the truth all 
are objective existence, neither rely on any the class existence, 
nor rely on any class of subjective will and to transfer. 
 
Inference IV: anything with class nature without exception, are 
neither science nor the truth more not philosophy. 
 

4.  Philosophy Definition 
The so-called philosophy, it is the learning about the truth (a 
science). So it is easy to concluded that: any "philosophy", 
which is not looking for the truth or  did not find the truth, all are 
specious nonsense, visible inevitable kingdom’s philosophies all 
are so. So the end of inevitable kingdom’s philosophy is coming. 
About the inevitable kingdom see below. 
 

5.  Politics Definition 
The so-called politics, it is the management of the public. 
Editor's note: it is Sun of China who first given the definition of 
politics. So, among mankind it is Sun of China who can only be 
called politician, because the first to make a political definition. 
In addition, humans existed all rulers, regardless of how 
powerful and as if unconstrained style, or the generation of a 
great man, at best, can only be the river-lake warlock of the 
history long river: they were carrying their own medicine gourd 
and each hold a set of tactics - the warlock, very can be called. 
 

6.  Politics with three nature attributes 
The first attribute: scientific nature - this is the first attribute of 
politics. The management of the populace should first pay 
attention to the science, rather than the other, what ideas, what 
doctrine etc. Politics paid attention to science is science politics, 
don't pay attention to science is not science politics. unscientific 
politics what mean? - ignorance and barbarism, eventually a 
ignorance!  
 
The second attribute: artistry - all political leaders possess 
leadership skills, this is artistic quality of politics.  
 
The third attribute: democracy - when and only when, the 
science hasn't clear the specification clauses, the management 
of the public can take the form democracy, for example: 
"referendum", "secret ballot" or "the lottery" ways and so on. 
 

7.  Definition of rule 
Using first impressions are most lasting some ideology, i.e. idea 
or doctrine, the mandatory uniform management to the public is 
called a rule. 
 

8.  Rule with three natural attributes 
The first attribute: nonscientific nature - rulers first concern 
always people unconditionally to obey, regardless of the science 
or not, it is called as nonscientific nature. 
 
The second attribute: power tactics nature - any ruler has the 
corresponding governance tactics. 
 
The third attribute: dictatorial nature - always can only be a 
person in charge not allowed to have any different opinions. 
 

5.6 THE CREATION OF THE "GRAND SCIENCE DICTIONARY" 
The normative definition of "five big king kong" and all the rest of 
language, has been saved to a folder, then this folder is the 
"Grand Science Dictionary" and which manuscript has been 
completed by the author, be omitted. 
 

5.7 THE "TRUTH PHILOSOPHY" TO CRITICIZE DIALECTICS 
 
1.  Definition of the "truth philosophy" 
It is easy with the "Grand Science Dictionary" to create human 
grand unified philosophy - the "truth philosophy". As the name 
implies, the so-called "truth philosophy", it is the learning (a 
science) of research, discussion, looking for, found the truth. 
 
2.  To Criticize dialectics 
It is obvious that, the creation process of the"truth philosophy" is 
the process of criticism of dialectics. In fact, dialectics is a 
sophistry method, its key hazards, just is the negative eternal 
absolute objective truth, thus, it is anti-science and against  the 
truth, reaction theory, as belows. 
 
3. "Truth philosophy" to find/search for the truth 
Language and words after the unified normative definition by the 
"Grand Science dictionary", it is easy to look for and discover 
the truth, the eternal absolute truth. And, eternal absolute truth 
throughout all the land run, see you looking for or not! 
Obviously, dialectics not only cannot find the truth, and spare no 
effort to completely deny the truth, the eternal absolute truth. So 
the dialectics thoroughly is sophistry fallacy, completely wrong. 
In order to find the truth, please have a look at a  philosophical 
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proposition: "People can't walked into the same river twice". 
This is the ancient Greek scholar Heraclitus created genius  
philosophical proposition. but not only Heraclitus himself and 
future generations until today, all don't understand, this 
proposition as a eternal absolute effective logic, by above 
definition, this is a the truth, a eternal absolute the truth, which is 
first looked for and discovered by "truth Philosophy" for people. 
According to the order, this is the first truth of the human 
philosophy, the Article 1 the truth. The following will continue to 
research and discover the truth and to prioritize. 
 
4.  The creation of philosophical spacetime concept 
NSS research has shown that, as a complete qualified 
philosophy, must possess theirown spacetime concept. The 
"philosophy" no spacetime concept are all invalid. The basic 
content of philosophy spacetime concept is to create the 
universe time coordinate system and space coordinate system. 
 
5. The creation of the time coordinate system of the 
universe  
Heraclitus’s aphorism with the normative language of the 
philosophy i.e. the "truth philosophy", as a proposition is afresh 
stated as now: "one cannot step twice into the same history long 
river". Further research shows that, this proposition reveal is 
precisely the nature of an inner essential objective law of the 
universe-the basic nature of the absolute time coordinate 
system of the universe: in the universe, it is a measure which is 
absolute, objective, eternal unidirectional uniform lapsed, no 
source and no end, used to characterize the order or process of 
the universe things, then this measure is called the "time". The 
original method, for the measurement of the time, "hourglass" 
and "drop" technique can be used to implement. It's not hard to 
find, the universe time possessed three kinds of natural 
attributes: more or less, length or short, unidirectional uniform 
loss. Practical experience shows that, time never never have 
bending natural property. 
 
i) Proof of unidirectional uniform loss of the time 
properties 
Science research shown that, by using "reduction to 
absurdity", it is easy to prove, the time is a unidirectional 
uniform loss. If the time is not unidirectional uniform loss, so 
there will must be a logical result: a person can be twice into 
the same history long river. This result is due to the time not 
uniform, but this is not possible. So, the time must be 
unidirectional uniform loss. 
 
ii) The scientific reduction to absurdity 
The so-called scientific reduction to absurdity, that is a  
effective method of scientific research, this method is as 
follows: it is assumed beforehand that a kind anti-truth logic 
proposition is true, then by effective logical reasoning, if the 
conclusion is inconsistent with the objective facts, so, the anti-
truth logic is "false", while "truth" is "true". NSS research 
shows that the scientific reduction to absurdity is is very 
useful, often used reduction to absurdity in scientific research 
and often used in the future. 
 
iii) Proof of the one-way irreversible property of time  
Further research shows that, due to the congenital deficiency 
of philosophy, scientific research does also not reach the 
designated position, people are inclined to think that, take the 
superluminal craft, can return to history. This is absolutely 

impossible. The rule is simple, even if take the superluminal 
craft in excess of the speed of light, you can only "see" 
individual "light spot" of the history images, can't "see" the 
whole history "image". So, NSS clear conclusion: time is a 
one-way irreversible uniform loss. 
  
iv) Proof of the absoluteness of the universe time 
"simultaneity" 
Also using reduction to absurdity, it is easy to prove time 
"simultaneity" is absolute. If "simultaneity" is not absolute, is a 
relative. Then, the universe things will must show the 
"disorderly"or "conflict" phenomenon. In fact is not, and is not 
possible. So the universe time "simultaneity" must be absolute. 
So clearly, Einstein's with the speed of light to definite "at the 
same time", is clearly wrong and will not be allowed by the 
science. 
 
v) Time will not bend 
People experience always show that, time will never never 
bend. It can also be used scientific reduction to absurdity to 
prove, if time is curved, someone will twice step  into the same 
history long river. According to the philosophy Article 1 the 
truth, this is not possible. Therefore, Einstein's theory of 
relativity is not scientific! And completely wrong. 
 
6.  The creation of space coordinate system of the universe 
 
i) The second truth of philosophy 
Please see another philosophical proposition: "two people can't 
enter the same history long river at the same time". It is obvious 
that, this also is a permanent established absolutely effective 
logic philosophy proposition, thus a timeless absolute the truth 
again. According to the order, this is Article 2 the truth. 
 
ii) Absolute space coordinate system of the universe 
Article 2 the truth reveals the another inner essential objective 
law of the universe - the basic nature of the absolute space 
coordinate system of the universe: it is a kind measure which 
can characterized by using the  equal scale of the three 
mutually perpendicular rulers, then this characterization of 
measurement is called absolute space of the universe. Also is 
not hard to find, the absolute space of the universe also 
possessed three types of natural attributes: large or small, more 
or less, position. Experience also suggests that, the universe 
space never never possessed curved natural attributes. The line 
segment and surface domain of geometry will be bending 
properties. Such as a sphere, its surface is curved surface 
domain, but can't say "space is curved". It again shows that, 
Einstein's theory of relativity is wrong. 
 
iii) There is no room for bending in the universe 
Cosmic space without bending properties can be logical proof: if 
the space is curved, so there will must be philosophy 
"empty"，or called "wormhole" in the universe; So there must  
be two people at the same time into the same history long river. 
This is not possible. So the conclusion must be: cosmic space is 
not bending properties. So, Einstein's theory of relativity 
"bending time", "curved space", "curved spacetime", all belong 
to a pseudoscience products of mental fantasy, all unfounded. 
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7.  Continue looking for the truth 
 
i) According to article 2 the truth, can be concluded a 
philosophical proposition: "Two people can not find same 
the truth at the same time". Clearly, this is also a eternal 
absolutely established effective logic proposition, by definition, 
so it is a eternal absolute the truth. According to the order, this 
is the third article philosophy truth, i.e. Article 3 the truth. 
 
ii) Another corollary proposition: "the truth at beginning is 
always in a personal hands". This proposition also is eternal 
absolute, and hence a timeless absolute the truth. For 
instance, there can be no two people at the same time found 
that "science and technology is the first productive force", 
which suggests that, two people can not find the same truth at 
the same time. This is the fourth truth of philosophy, i.e. Article 
4 the truth. 
 
iii) "Science and technology is the first productive force", 
as a proposition, because is eternal absolute, which also is a 
timeless absolute truth. i.e. Article 5 the truth of philosophy. 
 
8.  Philosophy prejudice 
By contrast, please see the philosophical proposition: "the 
truth sometimes is in a few people hands", which used to be, 
and still is, the well-known bombastic famous philosophy 
proposition. So far, however, philosophy people all don't 
understand, although this proposition logic is effectively 
established, but not eternal and absolute, thus is not the truth. 
Precisely because, "the truth sometimes is in most people 
hands". So, regardless of the truth "in most people hands 
sometimes" or "sometimes in the hands of a few people", 
because can't eternal absolute and therefore all is not the 
truth. Due to the two propositions not eternal absolutely 
established and is by science named "prejudice" - the 
philosophy prejudice. So "prejudice" as a kind of philosophy 
proposition is defined by NSS as: For those propositions which 
logic can also be set up, but not eternal and absolutely, are all 
called the "prejudice" - philosophy prejudice. It's not hard to 
find, in all human philosophy, almost all of speech and 
comments belong to this bias, the prejudice scope of 
philosophy. Also because of this, so since has a history, 
human various factions philosophy globally standing as a 
woods, each had their own the truth. Such as: God's truth; 
Pope truth; Islamic truth; Royal noble truth; Emperor truth; 
Marxist truth; Lord buddha truth and so on and so forth. So, 
with the creation of the grand unified humanity philosophy - 
"truth philosophy", It's coming of the time for human beings 
should discard ignorance of the past - philosophy prejudice, 
step by step towards grand unified truth - eternal absolute 
truth. That is to say, the philosophical revolution era is coming! 
 
9.  Three part of philosophy 
Above show that，all of human philosophy, will be composed 
of three parts, and can only be three parts. That is: the truth, 
fallacy and prejudice, three parts. Above have discussed the 
truth and prejudice. Now discuss the "fallacy"as below. 
 
10.  Philosophy fallacy 
In the philosophy of human past, fallacy often occur. Fallacy 
definition: in any academic theory, the fallacy is that 
proposition, which is not a reasonable logic, or logic cannot be 
established, is called the fallacy. fallacy for instance, see a 

philosophical proposition: "practice is the sole criterion for 
testing truth". NSS studies have shown that, in fact, this 
proposition logic is specious, not logical, so which called 
fallacy of philosophy.  The reason is very simple, although 
humans had practice for thousands of years, but up to now, 
still can't test the truth, a truth, Real truth (after a definition). 
So, "practice is the sole criterion for testing truth" is the 

whopping lies fallacy. In addition, in the dialectics almost all of 

the proposition is not reasonable logic and therefore belong to 
the category of lie fallacy. ( be omitted) 
 
11.  Practice doesn't have social function testing the truth 
NSS studies shown that, practice doesn't fundamentally have 
the social function testing the truth. The reason is very simple, 
it pure is in the theory things to test the truth including to 
identify and definite the truth. Practice completely didn't 
identify and define the function of the truth. The sole social 
function of the practice, just lies in the fact that, touch stone 
across the river, there are some stones then across the river, 
no stones don't cross the river, and nothing more. So, practice 
doesn't fundamentally have the social function testing the 
truth. Some people refuse to obey? Would you please 
illustrate, what the practice (or experiment) test out of what  
the truth?! If yes, you can't give examples!(please note: the 
truth should be after a definition) 
 
12.  In real life the truth and philosophy 
Please have a look at a real life philosophy proposition: 
"brother is bigger than little brother". Obviously, this is a 
permanent established absolutely effective logic proposition, 
therefore is a truth in real life, eternal absolute the truth. No! 
Brother head is smaller than little brother! - one objection to 
say. Oh, This article the truth said all should be: brother age 
always is bigger than little brother. This suggests that, as 
language of the science and philosophy, unless without 
ambiguity, it is allowed to use ellipsis speech. So, "Brother is 
bigger than little brother" is the truth in real life, the eternal 
absolute truth. I.e. Article 6 the truth. That is to say, philosophy 
and the truth is not far away, also not mysterious, is just by 
your side. In fact, eternal absolute the truth throughout all the 
land run, see you looking for or not! It is lamentable that due to 
the misleading of dialectics  philosophy, until today, all human 
beings are not able to find the truth, a truth, worthy the truth. It 
is clear that dialectics is fundamentally wrong. 
 
13.  The truth and philosophy in the social life 

Just like in real life, it is also that in social life, the truth 
throughout all the land run, see you looking for or not! Please 
look at the social life proposition: "politics must honest 
exactitude tamely obey and serve the science, not a bit error". 
haw-haw, saw this proposition, almost all the people have a 
dizzy brain expand overwhelmed. However, nobody knows, 
this also is a permanent established absolutely effective logical 
philosophy proposition, so eternal absolute the truth. The 
reason is simple: obey to science once appear some mistake, 
"politics" immediately becomes a "rule", the "rule" is don't need 
to pay attention to scientific. And politics must, can only, first of 
all, pay attention to science. Obviously, "politics" and "rule" is 
completely different philosophical concepts, should not be 
confused. It is lamentable that, people are not only usually 
confusion, dialectics deliberately to confuse, so is wrong 
enormous. It's not hard to find, so people will be dizzy brain 
expand overwhelmed, just because of the existing language to 
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be vicious circle, in the world there is no the truth. Therefore, 
human is in the big oceans of disaster and pain. 
 
     Painful sea is endless, turned head come is the shore! 
 
     Where is the shore? - someone asked. 
 
     The shore, just in the "Grand Science Dictionary"! 
 
     Work hard the wooden fish, come out  the vat brains! 
 

5.8 THE SCIENTIFIC TRUTH 
Science is also the truth, because all established scientific 
statements are eternal absolute proposition. For instance, 
physics proposition: "water began to freeze at zero degrees 
Celsius in the standard state", no matter when and where 
eternal absolutely established. this is physical sciences, also 
physics the truth. by parity of reasoning, all other sciences and 
all eternal proposition absolutely established, all are the truth 
and so on. So, all the philosophical proposition which to be 
effective logic and absolutely established eternal is the truth, 
both natural science and social science are all established.  
 

5.9 CRITICISM OF THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY 
 
1.  To criticize philosophical theory of relativity 
According to the above, science and the truth all possessed 
four basic attributes: immutability, absoluteness, objectivity 
and supra-class. Visible, dialectics is complete failure. So,  
dialectics is neither science nor the truth, more not the 
common rule of the universe! Then the dialectics conclusion 
can all be prejudices and fallacies. So called prejudice it is 
because of that, dialectics is only effective for the material 
world, that are visible with the people’s naked eye, but in the 
universe/world, for not visible with the people’s naked eye the 
inner essential law of the nature - science and the truth, 
dialectics is completely ineffective. The reason is very simple, 
in the universe/world all science and the truth, without 
exception, is eternal and absolute constant, is neither a 
dialectical and not relative. So, the key harm of dialectics, just 
lies in the fact that, with seemingly plausible facts and logic, 
denied eternal absolute science and the truth. In this sense, 
dialectics is completely the reactionary epistemology, need a 
thorough critique. In addition, the philosophy relativity derived 
by the dialectics, is also wrong, need to be overturned 
thoroughly together. Philosophy relativity said: the truth is 
relative, not absolute; there is only relative truth, no absolute 
truth in the world; the sum total of innumerable relative truths 
is the absolute truth. Apparently this is completely wrong. So, 
you can do to dialectics finally definition: the so-called 
dialectics, which is to use the surface phenomenon of the 
universe/world and specious logic and sophistry method to 
deny eternal absolutely established science and the truth. And 
this conclusion is not only the dialectics definition, at the same 
time also is an eternal absolute  the truth. Article 7 the truth. 
So the revolution of modern science and philosophy is 
coming！Studies have also shown that, physical theory of 
relativity and philosophy relativity, are birds of a feather, you 
scratch my back and I'll scratch yours, to do evil in the world, 
needs to be overthrown thoroughly together. 
 
2.  Criticism of the physical theory of relativity 
Physical relativity said: The universe/world is relative, not 

absolute; Space is relative, not absolute; Time is relative, not 
absolute; length is relative, not absolute; mass is relative, not 
absolute; physics principle is relative, not absolute. For 
instance, Galileo’s relativity unchanged principle of physics 
said, physics basic principles are all relative, not absolute; 
coordinate system are relative, not absolute; no superior ( 
i.e.absolute ) coordinate system in the universe, all of the 
coordinate system is equal rights, and so on. All are 
completely wrong. The reason is simple, in the universe, and 
all the physics problems, have a superior corresponding 
coordinate system. For example, for the train movement 
problems, the earth is the superior coordinate system, to study 
the earth movement, the sun is superior coordinate system, 
etc. Einstein's theory of relativity is simply the part of physical 
relativity. For specific academic criticism of Einstein’s 
special/general theory of relativity, please see the "Grand 
Unified Physics" i.e. the  "Advanced Physics" in the address: 
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_624e65b40100kdtv.html 
 
This paper shows that, Einstein's theories all have been by the 
"Advanced Physics" eliminated out of the physical sciences. 
Also obviously, science of sciences in the 20th century has 
completely no theoretical inspection ability, thus, science of 
sciences in the 20th century is invalid. 
 

5.10 THREE SOPHISTRY ZENITH IN THE HUMAN PHILOSOPHY 

HISTORY 
NSS research shows that, there are three time sophistry 
zenith on human philosophy history: 
 
1.  The first time sophistry zenith - "36 stratagems" 
"36 stratagems" is not only outstanding military strategy in the 
Chinese history, at the same time is sophistry zenith of 
philosophy. Such as: in the "36 stratagems", "sell the 
dummy","perpetrate a fraud","the cover of darkness","putting 
artificial flowers on trees","fish in troubled waters","substitute 
one thing for another" etc, are all the typical powerful 
philosophy sophistry method. 
 
2.  The second time sophistry zenith - dialectics 
It is obvious that, it is dialectics to use that surface phenomena 
of the nature matter world which is visible with people naked 
eye and which is constantly developing and changing, reuse 
specious logic reasoning, win sophistry Zenith. The so-called 
specious logic, it is to be use that the language of words of 
dialectics which are all no unified standardized definition, 
logical vicious cycle itself, and generated a eloquent sophistry 
method - endless inquiry method, and then, by using specious 
logic dialectics can defeat any inevitable kingdom theory (see 
the following). Therefrom, dialectics had become the second 
time sophistry zenith in human history. 
 
3. About the Inevitable Kingdom and the Freedom 
Kingdom 
If the human history so far - science to obey politics, it is 
defined as the inevitable kingdom; So the human society in 
which politics to be obey science is called the freedom 
kingdom. Due to the "truth philosophy" and "Grand Science 
Dictionary" created (in 2012), human inevitable kingdom in 
2012, had gone; freedom kingdom from 2013, has started. The 
reason is very simple, after specification definition by the 
"Grand Science Dictionary", human language logic itself is no 
longer a vicious cycle, "politics to obey science" logic is 

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_624e65b40100kdtv.html
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established naturally and this social is called freedom 
kingdom. So, by contrast, "logic" - "Science to obey politics", it 
is a false logic, but is universally accepted by people, this is 
called the inevitable kingdom - up to 2012, of the human 
history. Freedom kingdom stories are very many, every 
sentence every the truth, every word every science, welcome 
friends to take charge of or guest ! 
 
4. The third time sophistry zenith - "amazing grace 
definition theory" 
The so-called "amazing grace definition theory", it is to use 
various methods, to deny the necessity of the language 
precise definition. For instance, Chinese philosophy friend Gu-
Ersi, by using a question with the 18 "definition" of the word 
string: "definition definition…definition of science", withstand 
the necessity of  accurate definition. This is typical "amazing 
grace definition theory" - in history of  human philosophy the 
third time sophistry zenith. 
 

6 THE GRAND SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 
NSS Conclusion: 
Modern grand science revolution of the world is 
coming！Scholars all want to brave face. Ordinary people and 
the politics is no exception - brave to face. Philosophy 
revolution of modern science is coming! Philosophy gentlemen 
all want to brave to face. Culture revolution of modern science 
is coming! All human beings have to face it bravely. Grasp with 
three revolution together, three hand must all hard! 
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